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News in Brief
Ribeau's first full
day on Monday
New University President Sidney Rlbeau arrives
in Bowling Green this week
and will have his first full
day of work on July 31. The
former vice president for
academic affairs at California State Polytechnic University in Pomona. Rlbeau is
the ninth University president. He plans on meeting
with members of the news
media during his first day In
office. Rlbeau was among
100 candidates seeking the
Job of president at the University.

Committee ready
to search for VP
A committee to look for
a replacement for Elolse
Clark, vice president for
Academic Affairs, has been
selected by President
Rlbeau. "As soon as possible
after July 311 will meet with
the search committee to discuss the position and the
search process," he said in
a letter to the University
community. Members Include: Lester Barber.
Rudolph Chavez, Christopher Dalton. Mary Doucet.
Veronica Gold, Milton Hakel,
Richard Hebeln. Fiona
MacKlnnon-Slaney. Joan
Morgan. Douglas Neckers,
Robert Perry. Marlann
Relter. H. Lee Riggins. Larry
Smith. Jeff Stefanclc.

Volume 82, Issue 153

Bowling Green, Ohio

New relations divide scholars, vets
Jay Young
The BG News

President Clinton's decision to
establish relations with Vietnam
earlier this month has received
mixed reactions from veterans,
scholars and members of Congress.
Gary Hess, distinguished
research professor, teaches a
course on the Vietnam war at the
University. Hess said he was
happy about the president's decision to establish relations with
Vietnam.
"My first reaction was that I
was pleased. In my judgement
the recognition of Vietnam is
long overdue," Hess said. "I'm
glad that Clinton finally took that
step."
Area veterans spoke out
against the President's decision
and the strong Congressional

Vietnam veterans want disclosure
support that backed the move.
Eddie D. Marshall served two
years in Vietnam and is currently
a lieutenant colonel in the Ohio
Military Reserve. Marshall, who
received an Air Medal, Vietnamese Cross Galantry and
Bronze Star, said the list of soliders missing in action is one
reason the United States should
not establish relations with Vietnam.
"I think they're still over there
now and I think they are probably living a married life and
having Vietnamese children,"
Marshall said "People dont realize the people that were captured, If they were not killed, that
they were brainwashed to such
an extent that a lot of them did
not want to come home."

"I think the bipartisan support
on this indicates that a lot of the
men who served in Vietnam support the president," Hess said.
Marshall said the large amount
of support shows the Vietnamese
leaders, the source of information for the American MIA/POW
search, are out of touch.
"I believe their officials at the
top have probably done everything they think they could, but
there is more to this than the top
brass over there know," Marshall
said.
Norm Lemmon served 38
months in Vietnam. He said as
Hess said the wide range of long as the United States has solCongressional support Clinton diers who are not accounted for
received shows that members on there is no reason to have reboth sides of the isle are with the lations with Vietnam.
"The people who are in Conpresident on this issue.
Hess said he believes the Vietnamese government has shown
an effort to help Americans address the MIA and POW Issues.
"I think, in general, the Vietnamese have shown a willingness
to work with the Americans on
the MIA issue," Hess said. 'I do
think that most American officials and many people who watch
Vietnamese relations like myself, think the Vietnamese have
done just about as much as one
could expect in the past few
years. It Is Inconceivable that all
of the people missing in Vietnam
can be accounted for."

Corner Grill set to reopen July 31
Renovations
to update
55-year BG
landmark
Andrew Dugan
The BC News

Registration and
Records rolls out
new carpet
The Office of Registration and Records will be
under construction during
Jury 31 through Aug. 14 as
new carpeting is installed.
The office will remain open
at the window areas during
the period of construction.

Cashing in at
commencement
Banking executive Edward J. Relter will deliver the
commencement address on
Aug. 12 at the University
summer graduation ceremonies. Relter, chairman and
CEO of Mid Am Inc. and a
University alumnus, will
speak on "The Missing Ingredient to Success." Commencement will begin at
9:30 a.m. on the lawn in
front of University Hall. Approximately 922 students
are expected to graduate, 48
of whom will receive doctoral
degrees and 344 who will
receive master's degrees.

Taken care of no
business
The July 24 Board of
Public Utilities meetingwas
cancelled due to lack of official business for Board action. The next meetingwlll be
held Aug. 14 at 7:30 p.m.in
the Council Chambers of the
City Administrative Services
Building.

gress who are voting for this
thing, I think they should be taken out or voted out," Lemmon
said. "I feel that way because I
was there. If the US government
was not truthful while we were
there and to the American public
while we were there. Why should
we believe them now?"
Hess said the lessons learned
in Vietnam should not be forgo*
ten.
"We have to remember Vietnam and try to remember
whatever mistakes were made
there In the future," Hess said.
More Americana favor than
oppose normal relations with
Vietnam, according to an Associated Press poll. The issue of
missing servicemen kept support
for Clinton's decision at SO percent. The poll, said 31 percent
of Americans oppose the move.
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The Corner Grill gels a facelift by BUI Stacy and Bob Parks or the
B&B construction company. Tbe Grill, a popular hangout for peo-

Corrections
Day brings
San Diego
exemption
Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - House
Republicans marked their
first "Corrections Day" by
passing a bill today that
exempts the city of San
Diego from a costly sewage
treatment procedure that
scientists say is unnecessary.
Democrats said "Corrections Day," instituted by
House Speaker Newt Gingrich to target ridiculous
federal laws and regulations, was a political sideshow and that San Diego
didn't need the exemption.
The bill, passed 269-156
and sent to the Senate,
Sec CORRECTIONS, page three

pie of all walks of life, has been in business for SS years. It will be
open by July 31.

Patrons anxiously awaiting the
reopening of downtown's famous
Corner Grill will instantly notice
something new as they order
their usual meal.
The Corner Grill, 200 N. Main,
has been closed for about one
week and will reopen on Monday,
July 31 at 6 a.m., according to
manager Dan "DJ." Jones, son of
owner Linda Stacy.
"We needed to just revamp the
place," Jones said. "We've owned
the place for about six years and
it's been in operation for about SS
years and this is the first time it
has ever been remodeled."
Renovations will Include repairs in the celling, which has
been prone to numerous leaks;
redoing the floor, and upholstering the booths.
Sec GRILL, page four.

Senate may lift arms embargo
John Diamond
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Struggling
for control over foreign policy.
President Clinton warned Senate
Republicans on Tuesday that lifting the embargo on arms shipments to Bosnia would be a "futile effort" that might draw
America Into the bloody ethnic
conflict
"Unilateral lift means unilateral responsibility," Clinton
said in a letter to Capitol Hill, referring to congressional demands for the United States to
act on Its own to help the beleaguered Bosnians defend themselves. "Congress would undermine efforts to achieve a negotiated settlement In Bosnia and
could lead to an escalation of the
conflict there."
But lawmakers frustrated by
continued rebel Serb aggression
In Bosnia and dissatisfied with
last weekend's NATO response,
appeared bent on following the
House vote earlier this year
overwhelmingly In favor of ending U.S. participation In the U.N.
embargo.

The U.N. Security Council imposed an arms embargo on the
former Yugoslavia in 1991 in an
attempt to prevent an escalation
of the fighting in the Balkans.
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., argues that it
merely established a built-in military advantage for rebel Bosnian Serb forces and their sponsors in neighboring Serbia
"We have an obligation to the
Bosnian people and to our principles to allow a U.N. member
state, the victim of aggression,
defend itself," said Dole.
At Clinton's request, Dole last
week delayed Senate action
pending completion of last weekend's London conference among
the NATO allies. The United
States, France, Britain, Russia
and other participants agreed to
warn the Bosnian Serbs against
attacking the U.N. safe area of
Gorazde. Defense Secretary William Perry said the warning
could be followed up with widespread, "disproportionate" air
strikes against the rebel Serbs.
But the question of whether civilian U.N. officials still can veto
the air strikes a constant prob-

lem in the international response
in Bosnia remains unresolved.
"The London meeting did not
result in significant changes in
approach," said Dole. "It essentially reaffirmed business as
usual with the possibility of a few
displays of force some time in
the future."
In his letter to Congress, Clinton said lifting the embargo
would "provide our allies a
rationale for doing less, not
more" to protect the Bosnians.
"It will provide the pretext for
absolving themselves of responsibility in Bosnia, rather than assuming a stronger role at this
critical moment."
France and Britain have said
they would withdraw their
peacekeepers from Bosnia if the
United States acted unilaterally
against the embargo. Clinton, in
turn, has promised 25,000 ground
troops to help with that evacuation.
"Consequently, at the least,
unilateral lift by the U.S. drives
our European allies out and pulls
the U.S. in," Clinton said.
Neither White House officials
nor anyone on Capitol Hill gave

Clinton any chance of defeating
the proposal by Dole, a leading
contender for the GOP presidential nomination
and Sen.
Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn. But
34 votes would be enough to sustain a promised presidential veto.
"It's clear there Is overwhelming support for the Dole resolution in the Senate, and it is overwhelming support for an overwhelmingly bad idea," White
House press secretary Mike
McCurry said. The Senate, he
said, was ready "to substitute Its
judgment for the judgment of the
president of the United States,
the secretary of state, the secretary of defense and the chairman
of the Joint Chiefs."
Although the House voted
318-99 last month to lift the embargo, that action was attached to
separate legislation. Speaker
Newt Gingrich said Tuesday the
House would have to vote again
on free-standing legislation to
match the Senate bill Lawmakers predicted the congressional action would lead to a
lengthy negotiation with the
See UaN, page four.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...

■The best example of parenting this summer took
place at Pizza Fest As people were enjoying
hot pizza in 105 degrees of heat a girl cried out. She ran
to her mother holding her hand in the air. "He bit me,"
the young girl pointed to her brother. The mother took
the biters arm and offered it to her daughter. When she
refused, the mother bit her son and all was well at Pizza
Fest
■Here in Bowling Green we are blessed with one of
the most beautiful buildings in the state. The Wood
County Court House, with its clock tower and its imposing stone frame, adds a great deal of character to the
city. Adding even more character are the newly painted
words on the sidewalk in bold yellow lettering. The
character ends there you are rollerblading, skateboarding or on a bike.

Friends know when to say when
Contrary to what my appearance
might lead you to believe, I don't
go out to parties very often. This
la due largely to the fact that I
don't drink and drunk people
don't provide the moat stimulating company in any sense of the
word. But on occasion I do decide
to venture out to a party, to rub
elbows with some of the soberimpaired if you will, but more
importantly to remind myself
why such a long time had passed
since I last attended a party.
Well there I was at my friend's
apartment Many people I knew
(as well as many I didn't) were all
staggering about, laughing and
dumping more booze into their
systems. Although I desperately
wanted to scream out "Are we
having fun yet?" managed to contain the urge and I stuck strictly
to socializing.
I at least managed to take comfort in the fact that they were
having fun now, although I was
pretty darn positive that they'd
all be regreting their actions in
the morning when the infamous
hang-over would kick in.
But hey, that was their problem, not mine. Or so I thought
anyway.
At about 1:30 in the morning, a
friend of mine named "Kelly"
decided that she wanted to go
home. Well, since she was supposed to be the designateddriver, that meant that she had to
take "Samantha" home as well.
Even to all of the drunk people
present, it was plainly obvious
that neither Kelly nor Samantha
were in any condition to drive
home.

■If the Court House has lost a little bit of character
there is certainly something to replace what has been
lost. If you get a chance check out the bike locked up behind Founder and the Applied Human Ecology building.
The bike, which has rested there since last fall, has
slowly deteriorated over time. It might look good out by
the Court House.
■A tip for all of you walkers that have, been busy dodging bicycles while traveling on campus. Don't move!
Stand your ground as the kamikaze riders try and take
over the world. Besides, if you get hit you might get your
picture in the BG News.

minutes." I truthfully explained.
"I don't want anybody to drive
me home," Kelly began to explain. "I'm not that drunk. I can
drive myself."
These words were coming
from the same person that I had
literally been holding up most of
the night.
"Listen," I began to say, hoping
to squeeze some rationality out of
her intoxicated brain. "You're
really not In too much of a condition to drive home, why don't you
just let one of us drive you?"
"YOUR NOT MY F"KING
FATHER!" She screamed out as
me as she climbed out of the car
with tears of rage streaming
down her face. "I CAN DRIVE
HOME IF I WANT TOI"
At this point I Internally concluded that things were offlcally
starting to get ugly. "LISTEN!" I
yelled back, hoping to get her attention and stall her with an arguement that would give her new
designated driver enough time to
get down to the scene. "YOU'RE
IN NO DAMN CONDITION TO
BE DRIVING HOME, AND I AM
NOT GOING TO LET YOU
DRIVE HOME, UNDERSTOOD?"
At this point Kelly was furious
but I realized that it was more
important for her to get home
without harming herself (or
anyone else) than it was for her
to still consider me a friend. "I
CAN DRIVE MYSELF HOME IF
I WANT TO AND YOU CANT
STOP ME!" She countered, falling to realize that her new designated driver was on the way
down. Also unknown to her was

Aaron
Weisbrod
Upon realizing that Kelly and
Samantha wanted to leave, I offered to drive them home in Kelly's car, explaining that I could
have someone else follow me
there to pick me up after I
dropped those two off.
At first things sounded fine
and dandy, but there was one
small problem: Kelly drove a
stick shift.
"Well, well just have to find
someone else to drive you two
home" I suggested, as I began to
prowl the party looking for a
sober person who could drive a
stick shift. Much to my terror
however, as I began to search for
such a person Kelly had decided
to drive herself home.
Luckily I made It to the parking
lot right before she had a chance
to start her car.
"Hey, hey, wait up a minute.
We'll have someone down here to
drive you home in a few

the fact that a police man was
also now approaching the scene.
"Kelly," I began to say as
threateningly as possible. "You
either get in that passenger seat
right now or I will personally
throw you In there;.
Shocked, hurt, and obviously a
little bit frightened, Kelly
climbed Into the passenger seat
screaming both threats and obsenities at me In a somewhat
sobering rage.
After thanking the designated
driver and the person who was
going to follow her and bring her
back, I approached the policeman and explained the situation
to him. Luckily was a very kind
gentleman and upon my explanation of the situation he left without incident.
With my "social work" (as a
friend of mine called it) done, I
too went home, getting Samantha
home en route. For the whole ride
home however, I waa pondering
what the fututre held between
Kelly and I.
That next evening I got a
phonecall from Kelly. Although
she wasn't too happy with the
tactics I employed, she did realize that I was looking out for her
and we came to a mutually facesaving truce.
The point of the story is this:
Too many times "friends" let
friends drive home drunk rather
than offending them by suggesting (or even demanding if need
be) that someone else drive them
home. How would you like to
have some friends like that?
Guess what, you might.
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■ Can the sun get a tan? If so, great, if not, why the
heck does the sun brandish an umbrella in that Coke
commercial? We can understand the sunglasses, after
all, hey, he's the sun;he's cool, but why the sunshade?
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■ From the University Intelligence desk: The registrar's office will be re-carpeted beginning on July 31.
Hey, no problem, nobody needs to get in there, it's not
like classes begin in a month.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and lettes are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Environmental
Studies not
only affected
department

Kristin Stadum
Kristen Cajka
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Kristi Koester
Rochelle Convene
Aaron Weisbrod
Car la Zvosec
Andrea Colon
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204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
bgnews@andy.bgsu.edu

As graduate students In American Culture Studies (one of the
Interdisciplinary programs Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences Mark Gromko refers to in his
letter to the BO News of July 19),
we were overjoyed to learn how
highly he regards the students of
Interdisciplinary studies here at
BOSU.
In the space of two paragraphs.
Dean Gromko leaves us in no
doubt as to our place In the "new
communities'' such programs are
apparently creating within the
University. "Interdisciplinary
programs are," ha writes, "deve-

<*jgft41
lopment opportunities for faculty," providing "leadership roles"
which offer "opportunities for
faculty to grow within the academic community." Furthermore, he believes "we should
share these opportunities to
promote the professional growth
of our faculty," because such
"faculty development" will encourage interdlscipllnarity on
campus.
Clearly in Dr. Gromko'a view,
interdisciplinary programs exist
almost exclusively for the
professional development of faculty. This view was further demonstrated In Dr. Gromko's
method of choosing a new director for American Culture Studies, which, like Environmental
Studies, was accomplished In a
purely autocratic, top-down administrative fashion, with positively no attempt to receive input
from those who would be directly
affected by such a major change,
namely, the mtuimtta in the program.
Where, we would like to know,
do the student* of these programs fit in? Do we have a role to

i

19*

play in the growth and development of interdisciplinary studies
at Bowling Green, or do we aimply provide "opportunities" for
the professional development of
faculty and their careers? Perhaps it Is students who should be
given more concrete opportunities to positively affect and shape
the futures of the programs to
which they belong and for which,
in the long run, they pay.
And just who and where are
these "new communities" Dean
Gromko speaks of? Or Is this just
another cynical appropriation of
the rhetoric of empowerment by
an administration Interested only
in efficiency and public relations?
Sincerely,
Phil Dickinson
Matt Johnson
David Wall
Scott Walter
Mary Thompson
Kelly Mayhew
Jim Miller
Steve Steele
Graduate Students In American Culture Studies

The

BG

News
is still conducting a
survey to find out what
the University community expects out of
incoming President
Sidney Ribeau.
Make yourself heard]
and call 372-6968.
Leave your message on
our voice mail. Results
will be published in an
upcoming issue of The
News.
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Bump - Set - Spike!

Tours aid school choice
Groups are "number one factor" in decision
campus and get a close look at
Olscamp Hall, the Recreation
Center and a sample of a room in
As they walk through the Uni- a residence hall. Prospective
versity Union people look up and students and their parents also
stare in a way that reminds the are given an opportunity to ask
visitors that they are Just that, a their guide questions and learn
visitor. It is during that visit the history of the institution.
though, that prospective students
Don Volenlk visited the Unidecide whther the University versity with his 16-year-old
will be the playing ground for daughter last week from Akron.
their higher education.
After taking the tour, he said
Most students close to complet- they would look at the competiing their high school careers get tion to make sure his daughter
their first impressions of the finds the best place for her.
"She's Interested in some other
University through a campus
tour. Handled by the Admissions schools, so we will probably look
office, the tours are one reason at several before she decides,"
the incoming freshmen class will Volenik said. "I'm just looking to
make sure that she likes It and
be the largest ever this fall.
Admissions Officer Neal Allen she is going to enjoy it"
said the tours make a big impresFlovdaliza Volenlk will be a
sion on prospective students.
high school senior this year. She
"It is an excellent recruiting said she visited Bowling Green at
tool for us," Allen said. "I think the request of her parents.
the campus tour is the number
"A lot of my friends have apone factor in whether they're go- plied here and they all seem preting to come back and visit again." ty excited about it and I wanted
Allen said the audiences who to see what is so great about
attend the tours everyday are not Bowling Green," Flovdaliza said.
all a couple of years from going "I couldn't believe how many
to college.
places they had. They had every"Even some of them come as thing here. It's like a town in its
ninth and tenth graders," Allen own little area."
said. More and more students are
Allen said the tour is designed
touring than ever before because to show prospective students the
colleges are getting competa- part of that small town which applies to most people.
tive."
Those touring walk across the
"We have got to keep it within
Jay Young
The BC News
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Dan Beer from Coldwater, Ohio attempts to bunt the ball Monday afternoon during the rain. Beer and
other high school campers from Michlgan,Ohio and Pennsylvania are here for the University Golf
Camp from July 23 through July 27.

Student
discount
card reborn
with USG

OJ/s head
taken back
into custody
in Canton

■

Kristi Roaster
The BC News
Undergraduate Student
Government la reviving the
famed student discount card that
boosted local businesses two
years ago.
The card renders discounts
and special offers for students
who shop at any number of the
participating local businesses.
USG President Jeff Stefancic
said the card is not only free, but
also convenient Students boost
the local economy by shopping at
the area's businesses, he said.

The Associated Press
CANTON, Ohio - The bust of
O J. Simpson stolen two days ago
from the Pro Football Hall of
Fame was put back In its proper
place Tuesday.

It's not easy being
green on new show
The Associated Press
PASADENA, Calif. - The Muppets are coming back to primetime television. "The New Muppet Show," featuring old and new
characters, will debut during the
1995-96 season, ABC announced

the original Muppet characters,
such as Miss Piggy or Kermit the
Frog, would be included In the
new series.

"They wont have to drive
other places such as Toledo or
Findlay to go shopping. They can
get some of the same services
here in town and be able to save
The half-hour series will be
some money, as well," Stefancic
said. "Hopefully well have the presented as a mock live broadcard by the time the students cast from fictitious station
KMUP after it Is taken over by
come back in the fall."
Muppets, the network said TuesOther projects USG will target day.
during the rest of the summer include starting a search commit"The decision to make the
tee for the new vice president of show was a direct response to the
Brian Henson
academic affairs and meeting perennial and ever-growing popwith new University President ularity of the Muppet characSidney Rfbeau.
ters," said Brian Henson, son of son of late Muppet creator Jim
Henson
late Muppet creator Jim Henson
"We just want to sit down and and head of Jim Henson Produchave a meeting with him to dis- tions.
The original series was broadcuss some of the issues that we
The program's premiere date cast In syndication from 1976-81
feel are Important and need to be
addressed within the next year," and time were not announced. and won numerous awards, inHenson did not indicate which of cluding Emmys and a Peabody.
Stefancic said.

■ HIIHUHIIill

"The decision to
make the show was a
direct response to the
perennial and
ever-growing
popularity of the
Muppet characters."

The 35-pound, 2-foot-tall
bronze bust will be bolted down —
along with the 179 other busts in
the hall - to prevent another
theft
"I'm very, very pleased. It's
kind of amarlng how quickly this
all happened," said Pete Elliott,
president of the hall.
The $6,000 Simpson bust disappeared Sunday evening. Police
say a man apparently dumped
the bust into a black duffel bag
and walked out through an emergency door while a female accomplice served as lookout.
"To my knowledge, no other
bust has ever been tampered
with," Elliott said. "People like to
rub their heads and things, but
nothing like this has ever happened."
Two highway workers, Mark
Freedman and Rodney Rosado,
found the Simpson bust Monday
morning along Interstate 77 near
Cleveland, about SO miles north
of the hall of fame.

CORRECTIONS Continued from page one.
would permanently exempt
the California city from secondary treatment standards
set under the Clean Water Act.
"Corrections Day" bills need a
60 percent majority to pass in
the House.
Under the act, cities must
carry out primary treatment
to filter out solid waste, and
secondary treatment, a chemical process to remove bacteria and suspended solids.
Scientists from the National
Academy of Science and the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography have stated that secondary treatment may not be
helpful in coastal cities such
as San Diego with deep ocean
discharge.
Rep. Bob Filner, a Democrat
representing part of San
Diego, said the city is being
"forced to pay billions of dollars to meet a bureaucratic
requirement that makes no
sense." Rep. Ron Packard, a
Republican from southern
California, said the bill "signals the peoples' triumph over
silly, obsolete rules."
Another California Democrat, Rep. Norman Mineta,
said it was wrong to single out
San Diego for special treatment "It is an Injustice to the
majority of communities and
citizens that all of us represent and It is motivated solely
by politics."

The White House also
voiced its opposition to the
legislation, saying the bill
"would set a bad precedent by
treating San Diego differently
than every other city by legislating a rollback of environmental protection on a site
specific basis."
Opponents noted that the
Clean Water legislation passed
last year gives San Diego the
right to apply for waivers
from secondary treatment requirements, and the Environmental Protection Agency last
month gave preliminary approval to San Diego's request.
That EPA waiver, unlike in the
bill passed today, must be
periodically renewed.
The House voted last month
to set aside two days a month
where lawmakers could introduce legislation to reverse
what was considered to be
senseless, unneeded laws and
regulations.
The rules are supposed to be
those that Democrats and Republicans agree should be
eliminated, although many
Democrats remain suspicious
of the idea. "We dont want the
corrections calendar to become a fast track for special
Interests seeking favored
treatment," said Rep. Henry
Waxman, DCalif.
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a certain limit of time. We try to
make It a tour that interests the
general public," Allen said. "We
just try to give them an overall
view, and then they are free from
there to go out on their own.
Linda Owczarak and her
daughter. Tract, vistied the University last week from Troy,
Mich. Linda said she also wants
to make
her
daughter Is
happy.
"As parents we just want to
make sure she is happy where
she is at," Linda said. "We wanted her to see the aspects of
different sized schools."
Allen said his office follows-up
on those who have visited the
campus. Visitors are asked to fill
out an evaluation card and send it
back after they leave.
"We try to follow-up with them
and try to encourage them to
come back and maybe sit in on
some classes," Allen said.
The tours attract a lot of high
school students in the summer
because of the lack of classes and
commitments a student has during this time of year. Allen said it
is best If studetns can visit the
University when things are in
full operation.
"In the summer there are not
as many people to talk to," Allen
said. "That is why we encourage
them to come during the school
year.

Awratl 1 Fra Plata and Bowling Party 7-9 PM in the Buckeye
Rooaa (lit floor of Union).

This Weekend

AufiaU 2 Morla: Bjldx at 8 PM. in lb* CkhFUai Theater, 11.nn.
H.UFre.!!

July 28 & 29

UAO is on the 3rd floor of the Union; 372-2343.
Watch for more fun summer tune programs!

.Pool

»Vldeo Garnet

«P»ngPong

»Plnball

)

£

• rUDCIUNI OUTINC CENT!* RENT OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

AT CaiAT MICH.
•

CEDAR POINT TICKETS
GOOD ANT DAY!

122.00 m UAO

OFFICE.
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POLICE
■ An East Merry Street man was
awakened by bis boss Monday
morning. His employer allegedly
entered his apartment "yelling
and screaming" about work that
was not completed. According to
the police report, the suspected
intruder broke a ceiling light,
leaving broken glass and blood
on the man's floor.
■ A fight was reported on
Eighth Street Sunday morning.
According to the police report, IS
to 20 males assaulted one man in
exchange for an ethnic slur he allegedly delivered to them. Some
witnesses officers interviewed
said the men took turns beating
the victim. Several other men
were allegedly beaten, Including
one who had several teeth
knocked out, one with "visible
damage to his face" and one man
who had been kicked in the chest
and ribs several times.
■ A Conneaut Street man reported his vehicle had been
robbed while he had it parked
behind First Federal on East
Court Street. Missing items included a Pink Floyd tape and a
black, polyester weightlifting
shirt
■ A man reportedly housesitUng for a friend while he is in Alaska told police the garden hose
was cut in two. The housesitter
has reason to believe the alleged

hoser is the man's next door
neighbor.
■ A College Street resident
complained of some people living
out of a Volkswagen van parked
on her property. The alleged inhabitors claimed the van was
disabled.
■ A large man was spotted
"coming out of the woods"
several mornings behind Kenwood School. He carries a gold
and blue gym bag and is a sharp
dresser, according to the police
report.
■ A man slowly riding his bike
and wearing gray trousers with
yellow boxer shorts was spotted
by a Buttonwood Road resident.
Police were unable to locate the
distinctive dresser.
■ A man observed a juvenile
trying to break into a red Pontiac
Firebird The youngster had a
"buzzed" head with a rat-tail and
wore parachute pants. Police apprehended him and arrested him
for breaking and entering.
■ A Toledo man received a
warning for "driving like an idiot."
■ Several people were reported to be staying in a tent owned
by the Toledo Tent Company at
Carter Park. They were allegedly
told to get out and refused to do
so.

Long-term court cases resolved
Cases debated from one year
to six months reach conclusion
JOB Boyle
The BG News

Three court cases, with
tlmespans ranging from six
months to over a year were
brought to a conclusion over
the past week. Jodi Masley and
Marvetta Davis, who were
protesting
the Ku Klux
Klan rally in
June of 1994,
agreed to
plead guilty
to assault
charges - a
lesser charge
than inciting
violence, the

to use "any means necessary"
resulted in the exorbitant expenditure of taxpayers dollars
associated with this rally,"
Mayberry said
The stalking case of University professor Benjamin
Muego also ground to a halt as
the charges against him were
dismissed
According to Bowling Green
City Prosecutor Mark Tolles,
charges were dropped due to
the fact that the victim left the
country, and left the prosecution without a witness.
Another University man accused of stalking was Steven
Pankey, a graduate student in
the School of Mass Communication.
In February, Pankey was
charged with stalking by another University graduate stu-

original charge filed against
them.
Davis and Masley were part
of a contingent from the
National Women's Rights Organizing Coalition, a Michiganbased group involved in the
protesting against the Klan.
The original charge of inciting violence is a seldom-used
statute written after the Kent
State shootings in 1972, and is a
felony crime.
Mayberry said it was not the
message of either side that led
to the arrests.
"While we do not support the
message of the Klan, we likewise cannot condone the violent protestors whose threats

dent. Among the incidents reported as stalking was one occasion when Pankey allegedly
moved his excercise bike at the
Student Recreation Center to
look at the victim.
Pankey's original attorney
was public defender Michael
Belcher. However, he later requested a change of attorney
and Scott Coon took his case.
Once again Pankey asked for a
change and his case was given
to Michelle Crowley.
Pankey, who had been held In
the Wood County Justice
Center prior to sentencing
plead no contest to the charges,
and in a plea bargain agreement offered by Tolles, has
been forbidden to enter Wood
County for two years and is not
to have any contact with any of
the people.

Old diseases could come back
infect 40 million by the year
2000. Researchers haven't found
a cure, or even a dependable
WASHINGTON - The Spanish treatment.
The Ebola virus appeared in
flu epidemic of 1918 ambushed
the human race and left millions Zaire and killed scores before
dead before it vanished. Scien- quarantine and other measures
tists still don't know where it brought it under control. Scienwent, and say another outbreak tists are searching now for the
could occur.
origin of the killer disease.
Disease is on the march, and
HIV appeared in the early
1980s, and the lethal disease may the human race Is not now ready
Paul Recer
The Associated Press

It's time for
The Answei Factory Clearance Sale
Sale starts Friday. July 21 and continues until the old goods are
cleared out to make way for new fall merchandise!
% on Know Hc'ro tin* computer sti
\\i-'\r u"l il .111(1 in' limit want n

v sill 11"

( allies
No clearance item marked down less than 10 percent!
Discounts to 50% or more. Make a deal. Get it out of here!

The Answer Factory

to defend Itself against what Is merging, old diseases such as
really an unending siege by pesti- tuberculosis, plague and cholera
lence, say the experts.
are returning to kill again. Many
"Microbes don't respect interof
the older diseases have benational boundaries," Dr. James
Hughes of the Centers for come troublesome again because
Disease Control and Prevention they have developed resistance
said Tuesday at briefing on the to antibiotics or because of failed
report "We really have a global
public health measures, such as
crisis."
Hughes said that while new poor sanitation in overcrowded
diseases, such as HIV, are e- cities.

U.N.

GRILL

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

White House, possibly resulting
in an agreement that would give
the administration time before
lifting the embargo.

"We'll redo the ceiling, the
ripped booths and make the
minor repairs that come with aging," Jones said Jones said a decision to Increase the prices of
The House Appropriations menu items to compensate the
Committee, meanwhile, recom- cost of the renovations had not
mended a defense spending bill been decided yet.
Tuesday that includes a provi"I just can't wait until it's
sion requiring Clinton to consult
with Congress before deploying over," Jones said "WeVe been
troops to Bosnia and denying closed for one week and we'll be
funding for the mission if he fails closed for two weeks total by the
to consult. The language does not time we're done. We've had a lot
explicitly require a con- of people trying to get in after we
gressional vote authorizing the closed to work on the place and
they were all told of the remodelevacuation operation.

ing well in advance."
Jones said he looks forward to
serving the variety of patrons
after being out of business for
two weeks.
"During first shift we get a lot
of bank presidents, attorneys,
students and a lot of important
people In the community," Jones
said. "In the second shift we get
mainly high school and college
students and In the third shift we
get college students in the late
night and farmers in the early
morning. We look forward to
reopening."

Since 1987, your source for computers and technical support
108 South Main Street in Downtown BG, 354-2110
Hours: 9-8 Monday through Friday. 10-4 Saturday

$Gr
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS

GET YOUR CAME INTO THE SWING OFTHINGS

BGCC PRO SHOP

DOUBLE PRINTS FOR ONLY A $ 1

THE ONLY PLACE AROUND TO CET THE LATEST

RYDER CUP & CLEVELAND INDIANS APPAREL.
STOP IN TO SEE OUB NEWEST ft LOW PRICED ARRIVALS!
RAFFLE
WIN A SET OF LYNX BIACK IRONS &
RAG. STOP IN FOR DETAILS RE TORE
AUGUST 12T1I

hpJNDAWN 'TIL DARK « 923 FA1RVIEW AVE.. BG » 352-5546 ^

1

ttotonfo

ONE HOUR PHOTO PROCESSING AND MUCH MORE
• Wallets & 5 x 7 photos In 1 hour •

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

• Jumbo 6x8 enlargements •
Same Day Processing Available for:
4x6 Prints
Black & White Processing
Extra Sot of Prints for $1

BCN

(Too many to list)

Wo are Bowling Green's
ONLY full-lino Photo Store
Featuring
1 hour film processing • cameras
film • lenses • battoi ies

We gladly accept checks and credit cards.

iBLCJE RIBBON PHOTO
Open Mon-Fri 9-8 Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5

157 N. Main St 353-4244
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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fie Bftli4wftgoti'
Aaron Weltered
The BC News
As disturbing as it is, these
days bands such as Greenday
pass as punk music in the eyes of
the mass population But how
many of you out there remember
the Misfits? Or how about Fear?
Do names like Black Flag,
Government Issue, Carnivore, or
the Mentors ring a bell? If so,
then proudly consider yourself
among the minority of people
who remember what real punk
music actually is.
Another nationally known band
In the same vein is Toledo's own
The Stain.
Formed in 1979, The Stair, consists of founders Jon Stain ("The
Lead Screecher") and eleven
year guitarist Mike Moore. Also
in the band are bassist Steve
Woolley (a five year member),
drummer Brien "Junior" Thomsen (a five year member), and
one year member Scott Robbins
("The Token Punk").
"We brought [Scott] in to the
band because none of us
look like punks. We
needed a token punk...Someone
who had the look...He has every
body part imaginable pierced."
Explained Mike.
Although The Stain almost
immediately became a massively
popular band (especially in the
Toledo area) it wasn't until 1984
that the band got a record contract with Mystic Records, the
largest independent record label
in the world.
Located in Hollywood, California, Mystic Records has been the
launching pad for the members
of bands such as Pearl Jam, Offspring and Guns n' Roses. So far
The Stain has released two full

length LPs and two EPs (inc luding
the cult classic "Skinheads Poke
Goats") under Mystic Records,
and they have appeared on over
30 various compilations. The
band's works have also appeared
on soundtracks for sports videos,
ESPN specials, and even in commercials' for Vision Streetwear
products.
"We're everywhere. We're like
rock n' roll whores. We've even
appeared on compilations that we
didn't even know we were on." SHe^jB5^5 •*Mike said, explaining how he
once found a song by The Stain
|
on a compilation disc in Canada
that none of the band members
knew anything about. "It was actually pretty funny," he continued.

ThtBGNnm
Brian Aarlln II this week1! winner. Nice job. Brian' You pi a free CD from Tin
Vew'l stockpile. Last week'* aaawert were: Warlon Jenninp. Donna Summer. 1983.
Cerardo, and Hall a Oales. Play the game thie week and get two free CDt! Entree* due
in at 210 Weet Hall b> Monday at noon. I'l.y the game: CheckYo' Head!

...

1. What band had a 1981 album called "Beauty and the
Beat?"

-

2. The Beatles sung out Billy Shears in what wellknown song?

**

3. This "Out of the Cellar" band sang "Bound and
Bound" in 1984.

1

"We're everywhere.
We're like rock n' roll
whores. We've even
appeared on
compilations that we
didn't even know we
were on."
Mike
The Stain
Perhaps the most appealing
factor of The Stain is their live
performances however, for
every show contains a whole series of antics and shenanigans.
"One time, years ago, we all
came onto stage playing with
nothing but silver duct tape
wrapped around our penises.
Nowadays other bands do stuff
similar to that and everybody

4. Name Jesus Jones' 1991 hit.
The Stain, led by John Stain, takes the stage near Toledo's Portside Festival Marketplace. The Stain Is one of Toledo's well-known punk acts.
thinks it's new when it's not. Not that kind of hippie stuff like
We've been doing stuff like that 10,000 Maniacs. We've always
for years." Mike reminisced, dis- played hardcore punk rock
cussing a similar stunt pulled by stuff...we"ve always played ballsthe Red Hot Chili Peppers not too out hardcore music, and now that
long ago.
stuff is back in style again.
"Our band has a lot of heavy
Due to such circumstances The
Stain began to find it harder and metal roots In our band. We all
harder to find clubs that will let were originally in heavy metal
them play in their estab- bands, .but we decided to become
lishments, so for a while The a hardcore punk band... we just go
Stain had their own club in out there and hit you in the face
Toledo named "Club Stain." and that's it. We dont care if
When on the topic of current people like us or hate us, as long
"big" bands such as the Chili as they dont find us boring."
Peppers, Mike also took the libAlthough The Stain has immeerty of explaining more about diate shows booked, keep an eye
The Stain's actual music. "[We for them at Frankles and The
play] In your face real punk rock. Main Event in Toledo.

Katon band records live from BG
Leslie McConkey
The BC News
Last Saturday, the kids were at
Grandma's and my husband and I
took the opportunity to actually
spend time together. After a
wonderful dinner with another
couple, we wound up in one of
our 'old' hang-outs Howards.
However the bar scene just
doesn't have the same appeal
anymore. Its funny how things
change after you've reached full
adulthood.
I think the first indication that
I was out of my element was the
timeframes we were working
with. The band didn't even get
going until after 10:00. I'm
usually on the couch half asleep
by then.
Of course the band was well
worth the wait Michael Katon
gave us the best dose of the blues
since a Stevie Ray Vaughan concert we attended. I guess that
says something of how often we
actually get out.
Katon and his band were great!
However, I guess I noticed some
things that years ago I would
have overlooked.
When the band took the stage,
my first thought was to take the
bass player home and give him

Entertainment
Column

Leslie
McConkey
three good meals, wash his
clothes and trim his hair. Our
group of friends dubbed him
'Skeletor' as from the 'classic
cartoon' "He Man and the Masters of the Universe".
But, the girls in the bar certainly enjoyed his company when
he took his breaks. I guess the
desirability surrounding ANY
member of ANY band is still a
mysterious phenomenon.
Dispite my perception of his
appearance, Gary Rasmussen
could play the all important bass
rhythym to Raton's original
blues maierial. Drummer, Jon
Eppinga rounded out the trio.
Then to our surprise, Katon
announced to the audience that
he was recording live. Direct
from Howards of Bowling Green,
Ohio! Crowd screams are a re-

quirement of any live recording
and Katon led the crowd through
8 tracks of crowd noise.
Loud or not, and I could have
tolerated a lower volume, Katon
and his band played the blues to
our liking. I thought so much of
the evening I decided to contact
Katon directly and thank him for
the great night of entertainment.

"My wife and I keep
our daughters active
with a variety of
activities. I don't like
missing out on
anything that they do,
although
occasionally it
happens."
Mike Katon
rock n' roller
After a brief introduction, Katon and I discussed everything
from his music to his family. A
family which he was eager to
boast about.
"My wife and I keep our

daughters active with a variety
of activities," says Katon. " "I
don't like missing out on anything that they do, although occasionally it happens." Katon and
the band are currently working
to meeat a recording contract
with a European agency. The
band just returned from a
European tour just two weeks
ago.
"We recorded stuff from all
over the world," said Katon.
Some of the recording is done in
his 24 track studio located in his
home.
Katon currently has four
albums that have been released
in Europe. His most recent album
'Ri P it Hard' is available through
Discollection of Indianapolis by
calling (800) 551-3472.
I asked him, 'Why Bowling
Green, why Howards?' His response was that this was his 'old
stomping ground' too. Katon has
been performing at Howards
since 1984.
The band will be returning to
Bowling Green on August 25 and
26.1 highly recommend the evening to young and old alike. Katon
and his band render the blues
better than any band I have
heard recently.

'Even "With An Mr 'Bag, you Are
O^pt CompCeteCy Covered
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353-0988

Preferred Properties

Wednesday

104 S Main

Thursday • July 27th

MANAGEMENT COMPANY
1530 S. MAPLE ST.

/!<• there

352-93781
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Leasing Summer & Fall

N!2i!I

Friday • July 28th

Saturday • July 29th
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All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra -Spa Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room and
tbower facilities.)
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A Cafe Full of Blues

5. What was Salt-n-Pepa's first hit?
6. Who sang "You've Got Another Thing Coming" in
1982?
7. What band sang "Here Comes the Bain Again" in
1984?
8. She sang "Morning Train," "Telefone." and "Sugar
Walls."
9. "Now overcast days never turned me on, but something about the clouds and her mixed..." is from
what 1985 hit?
10. He sang "Affair of the Heart," "Human Touch,"
'What Kind of Fool Am I," and "Don't Talk to Strangers."

"Clueless"
Movie Soundtrack
Buddy Hamilton
The BG News
Yowza!
They're calling the movie
"Clueless" a "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High" for the 1990's,
and the soundtrack is all of that
and then some.
The soundtrack, features most,
if not all, of today's hottest acts.
The Beast ie Boys do a killer rendition of "Mullethead" and Luscious Jackson chimes in with a
single that sounds made for
top-20 radio.

Also appearing on the "Clueless" soundtrack are the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones, Counting
Crows and "CooHo."
Unfortunately, popular Island
Jamaica recording artist Spanner Banner was not included In
the compilation.

wbgu presents

A ROCK 'N ROLL
PICNIC
t
with:
right turn Clyde CtexasJ
the krayons fsame stateJ
the migraines (IndianaJ
elvis estrada f b.gJ
evolotto fb.g.J
the sensational
silvertones fb.g.J
July 30. Ipm - dusk
at the Grass E. Knoll arena by college pork.
(call 419 352 2598)
Request these bands: 372-2826
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Rabble-rousing
jurists seek election

New Cincy stadiums developed
Opponents against one percent increase in sales tax

John Chilfint
The Associated Press

JeflTlndall
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - An Ohio Supreme Court justice who was not expected to seek re-election may run again, despite a turbulent second term
marred by a rib-cracking scuffle with a colleague.
Justice Craig Wright said he was considering a 1996 campaign at
the request of Ohio Republican Party Chairman Robert Bennett
"Six or eight months ago I had decided that I wasn't going to run for
another term," Wright said in an interview Monday.
"Bennett started working on me. He's going to do, apparently, some
extensive polling in the next three or four weeks. He's already done
some polling. It does look good," Wright said.
He said he would decide whether to seek a third six-year in late
September or early October.
Wright was elected to the state's highest court in 1984 along with
fellow Republican Andrew Douglas. Both won re-election in 1990.
But on Nov. S, 1991, the two got into an argument in which Wright
grabbed hold of Douglas' collar and tie. Douglas broke several ribs
when he hit a desk as he fell to the floor.
Both later apologized. Douglas, who intends to run next year for a
third term, said the bruising would not preclude a tandem campaign.
"As far as I'm concerned, our relationship is at the very least cordial and some days more than that. We discharge our duties as members of the court professionally," Douglas said.
"I very candidly admit that I don't seek him out to go to dinner at
night, but then we never did before anything occurred between us,
either."
Wright said he had lost his temper.
"That's behind us. We have a very professional relationship,"
Wright said. "While we've disagreed philosophically on a lot of
things, Andy's very bright, works hard, always well-prepared."
Bennett said he encouraged both justices to run for third terms.
"I think both of them have outstanding credentials for the court. I
anticipate that both of them would be overwhelmingly re-elected,"
Bennett said.
David Leland, chairman of the Ohio Democratic Party, said Tuesday that neither candidacy would make a difference to Democrats.
"I think we're going to be putting on a strong challenge for both
seats, regardless of whether they're held by the current incumbents
or whether they're open," Leland said.
A special court panel investigated Wright and in November 1993
cleared him of misconduct allegations that included making a racial
slur in a conversation a political foe secretly tape-recorded several
years ago. The tape was not made public until 1993.

CINCINNATI (AP) A public
hearing on a proposed sales tax
Increase drew heated discussions about taxes, stadiums,
jails and education.
Opponents of the increase
that would raise Hamilton
County sales tax one percentage point to help pay for two
new sports stadiums drew
most of the support from the
crowd.
The revenue would help pay
for a $540 million project to
build separate stadiums for
football's Bengals and baseball's Reds and tear down
25-year-old Riverfront Stadium, where both teams currently play.
The teams have said they
could leave Cincinnati if they
do not get new stadiums with

profit-making features such as
luxury boxes.
About 400 people attended
the hearing at the Albert B. Sabin Convention Center.
County Commissioners Guy
Guckenberger and Bob Bedinghaus have said they will
vote for the tax increase, assuring passage. The vote is
scheduled for Wednesday's
commission meeting.
The crowd repeatedly
shouted down speakers who
supported the plan to increase
the county sales tax from 5.5
percent to 6.5 percent
Guckenberger frequently
asked crowd members to restrain themselves, at one point
calling for a recess "until the
hecklers can calm down."

"We have six people to speak
in favor of the proposal and
probably 50 of you against,"
Guckenberger said. "If you
don't keep it down, your people
wont get their chance."
Opponents of the proposal
want voters to have a say.
Signs held up at the hearing
said "Remember November"
and "Let Us Vote."
Dan Radford of the area's
AFL-CIO council said he wanted the stadium and jail issue to
be decided by taxpayers.
"What we want is to be able
to discuss this in a democratic
manner," Radford told commissioners.
Bengals spokesman Jack
Brennan said in a telephone
interview Monday night that if
the issue comes to a vote, team

President Mike Brown "will do
what he can to take the Bengals' case to the people."
Money from the tax also
would help pay for a new
300-bed county jail. Some
speakers at the hearing said a
new jail would help fight
crime.
But Richard Beck, president
of the Cincinnati Federation of
Teachers, said that thinking is
misguided.
"Forget the jail," Beck said.
"If you dont educate the kids,
you're going to fill a 300-bed
jail real quick anyway."
Gary Gerwe, a downtown
business owner, said he supports the tax proposal because
he believes the stadiums would
help increase tourism and provide jobs.

State Fair looks for positive fallout from scandal
"We caught the people who
tried to bend the rules," said
Richard Frenette, general manCOLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The ager of the state fair, which begeneral manager of the Ohio gins Friday and runs through
State Fair and the state agricul- Aug. 20.
Dailey said the Food and Drug
ture director see something positive coming from livestock tam- Administration began testing
pering that tainted competition livestock at some of the prestigious shows across the country
at last year's fair.
They say the action the state after Ohio disclosed Its tampertook against offenders sent a ing problem.
Ten people have been convictstrong message to exhibitors naed on charges including contribtionwide.
Ron Vampla
The Associated Press

uting to the delinquency of a
minor, attempted theft, sale of
unapproved drugs and sale of
adulterated meat. Some forfeited
their prize money; others were
banned from exhibiting at the
fair for at least three years.
Although the livestock competition is being cleaned up, it's not
the only thing at the fair.
"We don't attempt to make a lot
of major changes every year,"
said Frenette. "If it worked well
the year before, we bring it

back."
The Ejection Seat, for example.
Is returning.
For those who have the gumption to brave this ride, here's
what it does: The rider is strapped into a form-fitting seat, winched up 20 feet from the ground
and then catapulted skyward
from two 120-foot towers in three
seconds, soaring more than 14
stories into the sky.

SOCIAL SERVICE - Do you want to make a
difference In people's lives?
Ws make a difference everyday, and ws need
a lew energetic and motivated people to bin
our team to provide quality assistance to people with mental and/or physical disabilities in
Northwest Ohio. Duties may Include personal
care, assistance with shopping, hygiene, modes! appointments, and recreation. Evening and
weekend hours available. Full time available In
Napoleon. Part bme, and substitutes needed In
all other areas. RMS Is expanding rapidly.
come be a pan of the exdlementl Send resume or letter of Interest to:
RMS, 151 N. Michigan Suite 312, Toledo Oh
43824, or cal 255-5881

Hoo Koo E Koo Mountain Bike
for sale. $300'o b o
Cal Brian 354*070.

"If* like a big slingshot," said
spokeswoman Jill Schaller.
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SERVICES OFFERED
Personalized Graduation Announce ma nta
48 hour service - order as few as 15
Bee Gee Bookstore
across from Harshman

353-2282
Research Work or Tsrm Papers written by
professional librarian. Fast and efficient service. Cal 614 532 5480.

Word Processing - Resumes. Term Papers
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer

Call 352-6705 (9 0)

PERSONALS

Lunch Bunch Fun Run
Sudani Rec Center and UAO are sponsoring a
Lunch Bunch Fun Run on Frl. July 28th at
1 MS am. There win be a 5K Fun Run and a 1
mile walk. Plaques awarded lor the SK Fun.
After the tun run there will be a free party sub
(provided by Subway) snd give-aways. Sign
up m the SRC or UAO by Jury 28. FREEH For
more imp call 2-2343.
Paraonailzad Graduation Announcements
48 hour service - order as few as 15
Bee Gee Bookstore
Across from Harshman

383*2252

HELP WANTED
81750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For Into cal 301-308-1207.
S35.000/YR. INCOME potential
Reading
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-0778 Ext. R-2078
tor details.
$40.000/YR INCOME potential. Home Typists/PC users Ton Fret) (1) 800-608-0778
Ext T-2078 lor listings.

Radio Jazz Isn't sn oxymoron.
Listen 9am - Noon. Fridays
WBGU.88.tFM

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Fishing
Industry. Earn D 83,000-88,000•/month 8
benefits. Male/Female. No experience neoseaary. (208)545-4155 oxt A56447.

Todd, era you training lor the UAO snd SRC
Lunch Brunch Fun Run on Frl. July 28? Free
food and raffle prijesl Sign up in the UAO office. 372-2343 by Jut, 271

Chlktcare wanted In South Toledo home. Parttime hours. M. W, F. a.m. Non-smoker, Rel.
required. Call alter Spm.410-385-2410.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to 82,000vmonth
working on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Seasonal 8 full-time employ me nl available
No experience necessary.
For more Intorrrtabon
csll 1-208-834-0468 sxl. C55445.

WANTED
$ Financial Aid $
Attention All Studentsi
Over «e Billion m FREE
Financial A>d >■ now
availabls from private sector
grams* scholarships! All
indents are eligible!
fjfSMBSMjSI a xl. F5S446

CAMPUS POUYEYES
Pizza, Salad. 4 Soup Bullet at Campus PoiUM| - EVERYDAY -11 em»10pm.440E
Court
Erie, hurry In 4 sign up lor UAO's NfTE GOLF
TOURNAMENT AND COOKOUT on July 31 at
City Park. Sign up by July 27 In UAO olfice.2 2343

1M/F roommate needed
ASAP 0596 school year.
352-2328 (Mike)
1 or 2 Roommate(s) needed lor Fal.
Avail. Aug. 1. Rent $200 * uil
Can 3S2-1855 or 352-0003. Ask tor Rob
2 roommates needed: 05-05 school year
2 bedroom apt.
Call Paul Kemey 354-01 IS

' sTi

Female subleaser needed NOW lor
FaCSprlng. Close to campus. Ii5S/mo. A
ull.Csl 384-2021.

Subleaser Needed. 2bdrm w/vanibes, 1 tul
bath. Vary nice. (450/mo. 701 4*1 Si Api 5
Call 352-9302

Elosing Oceentron! resort located on beautiful
niton Heed Wand, South Carolina now has
openings tor Its Ml Hotel 8 Restaurant Management Training program. Learn si aspects
of the fastest growing industry In the counryl
Compensation mdudes fully furnfehedepartments, utilities, 8300 par month stipend and
meals: For information and an application cal
800884-8782.

0 toner
DON'T FORGET

iilifasai

Tokyo

Evening Office Cleaning
10-12 hnvwk Own transportation req.
Call 352-5822

Female Roommate Needed I
Sm. house, own rm. Close to campus.
$200/mo. Cal 352-6105

Neat, dean male wants to sublease room tor
sell. WIN pay 60% of total rent. Csn oiler awesome TV 1 stereo lyitem. Female apt. mates
OK. Cal 410-825-2987.

Have You
No Class?

Environmental Campaign Work
CLEAN AIR
CLEAN WATER
Your rights are being threatened. Gel Involved,
take a stand! Entry level positions, rapid advancement benefits. $32Srwk, 1:30-10pm
241-8587. STUDENTS WELOOMEI

$503

SRC and UAO Lunch Bunch Fun Run
Friday July 28 5K Run & 1 mile walk at 11:45
with free lunch provided by Subway
Sign up Today

HELP WANTED FOOD OPERATIONS
BGSU Student only
Delivery/Errand person. $4 35/hr. Must be
able to lilt up to SOtbs. Must have e valid drivers
license 2-4 hrs. per day, Mon.-Frl.
Position begins Aug. 7,1005
To Apply: Call Barb Erisman 372-7938

HELP WANTED FOOD OPERATIONS
Graphic Design Intern
Must be a BGSU student. Must have valid
drivers license. Can work up to 40 hra. s week
satisfying a CO-OP or INTERNSHIP.
$485/hr.
To apply: Cal Lorraine Rush 372-7030 leave
message.

Immediate si net needed In my homel
Car 8 experience a must
Call 287-4318

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to 825 - 84Srhour teaching basic conversational English
In Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For info
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. JS5442.

Need reeding/writing tutor tor 0 year old girl.
Call 352-2815. Approx.3hrs.awek.

Now Accepting applications 8 resumes
tor Management Trainee positions.
Subway, 524 E. Wooster, Aim: Jen

Now Hiring tor Fall semester I
All shifts availsbls.
Apply at any local Subway.

New Hiring etLucaPlaa-Woodland Mall,
trlendry, energetic 8 smiling faces tor F/T.
P/T, and Mgmt Trainees. Flexible scheduling,
meal discounts, advancement opportunists,
and reg. raises. Slop by snd pick up sn application anytime after 2pm.

Take a Break from you Fal Semeslerl National
Recreation Company now has activity director
opportunities In beaubful resort locations including Orlando and Fl Laudardale, Florida
along with San Diego and Palm Spring, Caetomia. Compensation includes fully furnished
apartment, utilities. 8 $150 month stipend. For
Information and an application call
800484-6782.
The Solarium is looking tor someone to mainlain aquarium. Experience preferred. Can
352-6450 or stop Hal 520 Ridge SL

1 bdrm. apt Sublease Aug. to Aug. $355/mo.
indud. heat. Near campus. Pets allowed. Cal
collect 216-671-0781.
2 bdrm. rum. apts. 705 7th St. 12 unit apt. bldg.
0648 school yr. FREE heat water A sewer 8
HBO, faoo/mo. Call 354-0014 alter 4pm
612 S*w* St.. 3 bdrm Ranch. 1 Bath
Very deanl Nice yard. $68S/mo. (gas ind.)
Cal (410) 474-5344.

House tor Rent: 233 S. College
Lg. Sbdrm., 3 both house. 2biks from campus
Can 352-0302. Avail. Aug.
Single RMs, 3 houses from csmpus, grad student pref.. 8225 mclud. unities. 352-7488, cal
after 6pm.
WANTED: 2 femsles or 2 msles to share 4
bdrm. house. Washer/dryer, own key: locked
room, freedom ol house. $240/mo. Indud. utJI.
Call 354-6117 for details.

WANTED: 100 STUOENTSI
To lose 8-200 lbs. New Meteboeem
Breakihrough, Great for Energy.
Test« Taste 838.81 800 884 0473.

FOR SALE
12-speed Sehwlnn, 27" frame.
Hardly ridden. 1100.00.
Al el 372-7257 or 352-2400.
iOA5Corosa.Escel.oond.
$2200 060. Mult selll
Call 352-3375
01 Ford Escort
Excellent condition, 78K miles
$3000. Csll 372-2606 lor de Is H.
G REAT RELIABLE, COLLEGE CARI

I*W HIRING DJ-S
Own collection preferred. 80s • dance music.
Experience preferred. Apply In person from
8-10 pm.. M-F, GARGOYLE'S DANCE CLUB,
ISSE.VVooaaw.
Opportunity ofalifesmol
Fas lest growing network company in America.
Psrt-sme cal Jorge OMenry 1-800-270-2510.
Independent rep. Excel TelecornmunlcaBona.

ENTER FOB CHOICE II
ConfWenllal Health cars tor Wornon

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
Treatment
Caring friend or
Relative allowed
For personal
Support

Nile Golf Tourney and Cookout
Monday July 31 at City Park. Starts at 8:30 pm
5 man teams • scramble format • prizes
cost $6.oo. Sign up today

16 N.I
Testate, OH 43404

FOR MORE INFO CALL 372-2343

i-$or>ss*400>

•j

^SA^mamtmm

Sub needed lor rural paper routs.
Jury 28 8 20,3-4hrs/day. 830/day.
Cal Kay 352-4638.

FOR RENT

NEWS

